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The exhibition features a beautiful 
selection of artworks made with or on 
paper.  Artists featured include: 
Æiden Swan, Alta Botha, Corrie van der 
Wath, Inge Burman, Jean Dreyer, Jénee 
Rosse, Judy Woodborne and Simone 
Redman.  

The works on show engage with a diverse 
range of subject matter, where each artist 
brings their unique style and concept to 
life through numerous techniques 
including collage, photomontage, paper 
mâché, printmaking, eroding, glazing, and 
stitching onto paper.  The works further 
reveal an intimate process of interaction  
with paper. 
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and its cycles, as well as our own ancestry, through 
a veil of dream imagery constructed in charcoal, ink, 
and tempera. She creates many of the liquid pigments 
used in her work from wild substances that she 
gathers and harvests herself.

She draws inspiration from her dreams, drawing 
animals as they would appear; often as messengers 
of transformation; or creatures that scavenge or 
sacrifice themselves so that new life may grow. The 
red pigment used throughout her work is ochre, this 
iron-rich soil-based pigment is used by cultures all 
over the world for make-up, protection, and 
ceremony.

The act of transferring a handprint is considered as 
one of the most ancient forms of human expression 
- as found in ancient cave paintings - this act is key 
to our human need to create and assert our place 
in the world. Furthermore, by using her hands as a 
distinguishing component between human/artist and 
animals - Swan reminds us to consider our unique 
imprint and the impact we have on the natural world. 

For her each work serves as “a letter, both to and from 
a collective elemental past - the place where soul, myth 
and mysticism once intertwined with the 
physical; a time before consumerism and mass 
production laid waste to that which nourishes us”.

Æiden Swan

Æiden Swan was born in the Eastern Cape.  With a 
diverse list of interests and occupations throughout 
her career, her adventures include living on a yacht, 
working as a graphic designer in the late nineties, 
owning her own couture house for 18 years, until 
2017 when “the call of the wild” finally became too 
strong and she returned to her artistic roots.

Swan works predominantly with ink as a painter, 
performance artist and leatherworker. When she is 
not painting, she crafts artefacts for fictional worlds in 
the film industry. She also boasts a vast collection of 
vintage science fiction novels.

With this body of work Swan explores humanity’s 
increasingly fragile connection to the natural world 



Æiden Swan
PIECES OF ME, 2020

ink, tempera, graphite, thread, 
and coffee on paper

144 by 79cm unframed
R 28 500



Æiden Swan
ON GILDED WINGS, 2021

ink, tempera, ochre, collage, gold leaf, mica, 
cotton, graphite, and coffee on paper

81 by 50cm unframed
R 19 200



processes of retrieval and reconstruction, like the 
sewing together and dressing of torn surfaces. Her 
acts of reparation recall an earlier career in nursing 
– her hand-stitching, as a mark and a conveyor of 
meaning, is linked to care. 

Alta Botha considers drawing as a complex filtering 
between inner and outer processes – between deep 
structures of thought and their coming into being as 
surface structure. The incremental unfolding between 
processes of conscious and unconscious awareness is 
central to the transformations she works towards.

Solo exhibitions include between (2020), fore/after 
(2017), fragile equilibriums (2014), Odd objects (2008) 
and Angle of repose (2006).

The works featured on the Paper exhibition comprises 
a selection of works from Botha’s solo exhibition titled 
between, 2020/2021.                  

Between the known, the not yet known and the almost 
forgotten, exists a poetic tension. As artist I work in 
and between these ever-shifting domains of tension 
as it relates to place - as the titles of the works 
suggest.

Working with the primary media of paper and 
charcoal, I erode the materiality of the paper, 
perforating the surface in anticipation of a mark and 
image to emerge. The tactile materiality of the surface 
incrementally reveals itself, offering nuances in 
texture, tonality, and depth of both paper and 
charcoal. 
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Alta Botha

Alta Botha (b. 1955) is a Cape Town-based 
independent artist who exhibits locally and 
internationally. She holds a B degree in Visual Arts 
(awarded Visual Arts Prize, Unisa, 2005) and an MA in 
Fine Arts (with distinction, Michaelis School of Fine Art, 
University of Cape Town, 2014).

Since 2012 Botha explores the possibilities of 
contemporary drawing employing process driven 
methodologies. Using paper and found and activated 
charcoal as primary media, she works towards 
transforming the materiality of substances and 
surfaces through reductive and ‘abusive’ procedures.
Dematerialising actions of erosion and perforation – 
the scraping and sanding of paper, and the burning of 
wood to charcoal – are counterbalanced by 



The intimate process of interaction with these 
materials, becomes one of uncertainty and tension. 
Through processes of separation, fragmentation, 
and layering, I begin to reimagine the relationship 
between place and memory in all its porousness and 
fragility.

An experience of the tactility of the materials and 
surfaces of these works are to a certain extent 
compromised in an online viewing of the work. 
A sense of the elements of three-dimensionality, 
textural qualities and layering at best reveals itself in a 
physical viewing of the work.

(below)
Alta Botha

SHIFT V, 2020   
Rives paper 300 gsm, Canson paper 180 gsm, 
charcoal, activated charcoal, Indian ink, mull, 

cotton and linen thread, 
framed with museum glass

20 by 31,5 by 2,5 cm sheet size
33,5 by 45,2 by 5,3 cm framed

R 14 500



Alta Botha | BORDERLANDS I, 2019
Canson paper 180gsm, charcoal, activated charcoal, Indian ink, micropore plaster and cotton thread, framed with museum glass

65,5 by 75 by 3 cm sheet size | 83,5 by 94 by 6,5 cm framed
R 39 000



Alta Botha | BORDERLANDS II, 2019 
Rives paper 300gsm, Canson paper 180gsm, sandpaper, charcoal, Indian ink, mull, micropore plaster and linen thread, 

framed with museum glass
64 by 74,5 by 3,5 cm sheet size | 83,5 by 94 by 6,5 cm framed

R 39 000



Alta Botha

SHIFT I, 2020

 Rives paper 300gsm, 
Canson paper 180 gsm, 

charcoal, activated charcoal, 
Indian ink, and mull, 

framed with museum glass

20 by 35,5 by 2,5 cm 
sheet size 

|29,7 by 45,8 by 5,3 cm 
framed

R 14 500

Alta Botha

SHIFT IV, 2020

Rives paper 300 gsm, 
sandpaper, activated 

charcoal, Indian ink, and mull, 
framed with museum glass

17,5 by 30 by 2,5 cm 
sheet size

27 by 39 by 5,3 cm framed

R 14 500



During 2020, van der Wath’s talent has been 
recognised in various international exhibitions, as he 
continues to expand his portfolio. He currently works 
in both Johannesburg and Cape Town, South Africa, 
where he is part of a young democracy searching for 
its identity.  

“Our endeavours in “living the life” calls for the daily 
deconstruction of ourselves. With effort, we merge parts 
together to adapt and thrive, especially in difficult times 
such as those we are currently experiencing. Life is a 
challenge to everyone, but I consciously remind myself 
never to let it rob me of the beauty surrounding me. Art 
allows me to explore that beauty by reflecting on the 
stories within and around me. Never forget to dance or 
to smell the roses!

The technique I practice when producing art is heavily 
influenced by impressionism and abstract art concepts, 
created by manipulating oils, acrylics and ink through 
splashing, painting, spraying, and flowing.” 
– Corrie van der Watt
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Corrie van der Wath

From early in his life, Corrie van der Wath felt 
powerfully driven to understand the human condition 
and how we create and reflect on our “own” worlds, 
which are impacted by an outside world of duality 
- reflecting tremendous beauty but carrying equal 
hardship. 

His passion for collecting art spurred the desire in 
2005 to undertake art as a hobby for self-expression.  
This fulfilling journey evolved significantly in 2019 
when he commenced mentorship under Dr Elfriede 
Dreyer. This created the opportunity for van der Wath 
to express himself through experiences in his world 
of business, engineering, and psychology.  The artist 
holds formal qualifications in these disciplines and has 
completed several short courses in contemporary art.



Corrie van der Wath | THE DEVIL IN ME
acrylic on board 

80 by 70 cm, unframed
R 15 900



Corrie van der Wath | THE FIRE IN ME
acrylic on board with ink on paper

65 by 100cm, unframed 
R 17 900



From 2012 to 2014 Inge’s works continued to reach 
final rounds in the Vuleka and Sasol New Signatures 
Competitions. In 2015, her work titled Undergrowth 
won first place in the Vuleka Competition held 
annually by the Arts Association of Belville.

For the past couple of years Inge participated in 
various workshops with the CAP Institute under the 
tutelage of Prof. Elfriede Dreyer. The last of these 
which was held at the Gallery at Glen Carlou in Dec 
2020, which culminated in a group exhibition at the 
gallery.

The series of works in this exhibition titled Confronting 
the Pandemic is a response to the Covid-19 pandemic 
and how the various measures enforced to contain it, 
particularly social distancing, result in a pre-
occupation with the self. At a time when faces are 
masked and opaque, the faces portrayed in this work 
invite inspection. The reverse of each visage, visible 
and vulnerable, alludes to the deconstruction and 
re-imagining of the self.

The different permutations of the self-portrait (added
 in thread) represent vicissitudes of mood, facial 
expression, and hairstyle engendered by the 
circumstances of disconnection.  The confrontation 
with, or unmasking of, the self becomes obsessive, 
repetitive, and monotonous, reflecting the 
interminable days of lockdowns and restrictions. One 
image morph into the next, posing the question, “who 
is the person in the mirror? Another aspect of 
visibility is invoked by the series of frames, which echo 
the boxes in zoom meetings – a newly normalised 
mode for social interaction.
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Inge Burman

Born in Pretoria (1959), Inge Burman now resides in 
Cape Town where she works from her home studio. 
Inge graduated with a Bachelor of Visual Arts from 
Unisa in 2010 and holds a National Journalism 
Diploma from the Pretoria Technikon. She has 
participated in several group exhibitions over the 
years; exhibiting at Beit Berl, Israel (1982), The Na-
tal Society of Arts, The AVA Ruth Prowse Art School 
(1990s), The Innovative Threads exhibitions at
Artspace, Durban (2007), and the Mi’story Exhibition at 
the Jean Welz Gallery, Worcester. 

More recently her work was featured in 19 Shades 
of me, an online exhibition held by the EDG Gallery 
and one of her works is currently on exhibition in the 
Home is Where the Art is at the Zeitz MOCAA in Cape 
Town. 



Inge Burman | MONOLITH | mixed media on fabriano | 100 by 70,5 cm unframed
R 4 500



Inge Burman | TWO - FACED | mixed media on fabriano | 70,5 by 100 cm unframed
R 4 500



Inge Burman | SCORCHED EARTH| mixed media on fabriano | 70,5 by 100 cm unframed
R 4 500



Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #2 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #3 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #4 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #5 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500



Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #6 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #7 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #8 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #9 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500



Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #10 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #11 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #12 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #13 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500



Inge Burman

PANDEMIC #14

linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper

29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman

PANDEMIC #15

linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper

29,7 by 21cm 

R 3 500



Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #16 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #17 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #18 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500

Inge Burman | PANDEMIC #19 | linocut and cotton embroidery 
thread on archival Rowney paper | 29,7 by 21cm

R 3 500



The aesthetics of the collage medium provides a 
theatrical setting through which to visualize and 
comment on the reality of war and migration across 
borders. It takes the form of the farcical as it 
exaggerates and distorts a past experience through 
present perceptions. 

At the same time, images, culled from different time 
frames and out of context sources, frame our society’s 
detached and desensitized attitudes towards 
suffering. 

The series, first as tragedy, then as farce, comments 
on the ridiculous, endless cycles of war. The 
harassment of women during the course of 
migration contrasts violation and vitality, submission, 
and strength. 

Expression is emotive. Lines in black, paper cuts and 
inks interact to disrupt, to reclaim who belongs. 
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Jean Dreyer

Jean Dreyer has exhibited at several galleries 
nationwide, in solo and group shows. Working from 
studios in Cape Town and Bloemfontein, her work 
features mainly as oil on incised wood panels, black 
pen and mixed media sketches, and collages. She 
holds a Master of Arts (Linguistics) at McGill University 
in Montreal and taught courses in syntax and 
language acquisition. 

Violence is a language. 

Translated into the paperwork of Jean Dreyer, 
introspection into and the exploitation of the 
individual within the socio-political order of the time, 
are rendered as black sketches and collages.  



Jean Dreyer | BRING BACK THE WOMAN I | collage, hand-cut-and-pasted, black felt nib pen, oil pastels, printed 
on 300 gsm acid free paper, limited edition of 5 | 95,2 by 57,2 cm framed

R10 500 



Jean Dreyer | BRING BACK THE WOMAN II | collage, hand-cut-and-pasted, black felt nib pen,  oil pastels, printed on 
300 gsm acid free paper, limited edition of 5 | 95,2 by 57,2 cm framed

R10 500



Jean Dreyer

EXVOTO – TRAFFIC ONE

collage, hand-cut-and-pasted, 
pen, oil pastels, inks, printed on 

300 gsm acid free paper, 
limited edition of 11

59,4 by 42 cm framed

R6 000

Jean Dreyer

MASSACRE OF THE INNOCENTS

collage, hand-cut-and-pasted, 
pen, oil pastels, inks printed on 

300 gsm acid free paper, 
limited edition of 11

59,4 by 42 cm framed

R6 000



Jean Dreyer | SOVIET EXIT | collage, hand-cut-and-pasted, pen, oil pastels,  inks printed on 
300 gsm acid free paper, limited edition of 11 | 59,4 by 42 cm framed

R6 000



Jean Dreyer

ONE DIES

black felt nib pen on 300 gsm 
acid free paper

59 by 42 cm framed

R7 000

Jean Dreyer

TO MAKE A DECISION IN THE 
SPACE OF SEVEN DEATHS

black felt nib pen on 
300 gsm acid free paper

59 by 42 cm framed

R7 000



Jean Dreyer | INVOCŌ – MIGRANTS  | black felt nib pen, oil pastels and inks on 300 gsm acid free paper
59 by 42 cm framed

R7 000



Each item is uniquely hand crafted and therefore all 
the series are variable. 

By utilizing a variety of waste/trash/junk materials, 
these paper mâché creations offer a unique way of 
reducing waste by reusing, reducing, and recycling to 
create a uniquely South African Design product range. 

Gallery at
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Jénee Rosse

Jénee Rosse works primarily with Paper mâché 
creations. Featured in this exhibition are a few of the 
quirky ranges of miniature mobiles and a large animal 
design.  All her designs are purely handcrafted with 
paper mâché process, using newspaper and 
wallpaper paste. Instead of using the historical 
tradition of making a wire frame or mould, the frame 
or skeleton of these creations are made with 
repurposed materials such as plastic, glass, tin, 
cardboard, shells, sticks, pods etc. creating an 
upcycle animal menagerie. 

Usually the editions of smaller items are limed to 
50/100/150/250 per series.  Additional units may be 
ordered from the mini mobile series. 



Jénne Rosse
SKULL MOBILES

Paper mâché
5 by 4cm each

variable editions available 
 

R150 each



Jénne Rosse
HEART MOBILES

Paper mâché
5 by 4cm each

variable editions available 
 

R150 each



Jénne Rosse
EYEBALL MOBILES

Paper mâché
5 by 4cm each

variable editions available 
 

R150 each



Jénne Rosse
HAMSA HAND MOBILES

Paper mâché
5 by 4cm each

variable editions available 
 

R150 each



Jénne Rosse
 

GIRAFFE

paper mâché sculpture
160 by 28 by 16cm

R6 500 



a body of paintings entitled The Garden of Eden.  In 
2009 she curated and published a portfolio of 16 
etchings titled The Exquisite Corpse, selected for the 
Klein Karoo Kunstefees. She has participated in many 
International Print Biennales and her work is 
represented in numerous International Public 
Collections and Museums. She was invited to 
present an exhibition titled “Alternative Histories” 
at the Salzburg Festival, held at the Hohensalzburg 
Castle in 2015. Her most recent solo exhibition held 
at Lizamore Gallery in 2018, showed a selection of 
experimental print constructions – these were titled 
“The Anatomy of the World” series. 

She was a guest curator for the Woordfees 2018 & 
2019, from which she published the print portfolios 
Endless Horizon and Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow.

Judy Woodborne’s work is inspired by creation 
mythologies of diverse cultures combined with an 
interest in natural science and the nature of matter. 
Hayden Proud (Curator at Iziko Museum, Cape own, 
S.A) has described her work as “symbolist”, implying 
that the creative process she employs comprises 
many layers.  

The works on this exhibition are all part of a series 
entitled Imaginarium, where the artist allowed herself 
to play with images in a collage process, without 
considering any particular narrative other than 
happenchance and the eye of the artist. 

Gallery at
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Judy Woodborne

Woodborne is a printmaker/painter who was awarded 
her Master of Fine Arts Degree with Distinction from 
UCT in 1993. She currently runs her own printmaking 
studio, Intagliostudio in Cape Town. 

Woodborne completed residencies at the Grafische 
Werkstatt im Traklhaus (Austria). She also took part 
in several collaborative printmaking portfolios with: 
artist/curator Jan Jordaan - working on the Break the 
Silence  HIV Campaign; Playing Card Portfolio curat-
ed by Veerle Rooms, Belgium; and the Body Politic 
portfolio in collaboration with Prof. Teresa Cole, Tulane 
University, USA. 

Woodborne was selected as the ABSA Klein Karoo 
Kunstefees Festival Artist in 2007 where she produced 



Judy Woodborne | THE LITTLE MERMAID | Paper construction with engraved lino and paper cut | 30 by 30cm framed | R 5 750



Judy Woodborne | FANTASIA | Paper construction with engraved lino and paper cut, suspended in a perspex box | 30 by 40 cm framed
R 5 750



Judy Woodborne

THE BRIDE

Paper construction 
with engraved lino 

and paper cut

30 by 40 cm framed

R 5 750



She has participated in group shows at The Lütge 
Gallery, Kalk Bay Modern, Burr and Muir, ArtB 
and Edg Gallery. She has illustrated 2 published 
books, Money Alchemy and Money Well by Kiki 
Theo and was a finalist for the Vuleka and the MY 
Citi bus station submissions.

This current series of work diarizes the 
chronic pain of the artist’s Trigeminal Neuralgia.  
By removing the clinical definition of the disorder, 
and instead using abstract, bizarre, and disparate 
images, textures, and mark-making in order to 
externalize her reactions to the pain in her face.

Redman works with analogue photomontage 
to create composite portraits using overlapping 
imagery, in an attempt to create a new 
incongruous replication of the self. Influences are 
Surrealism, psychic automatism, Wangechi Mutu’s 
otherworldly collage imagery and the wit of the 
Italian Mannerist painter Giuseppe Arcimboldo’s 
portraits.
 
The colour palette is kept muted in an attempt 
to calm the face down and quirky titles are given 
to the put a lid on the madness of the condition. 
Working small but with an obsessive staccato of 
hand cut up bits of paper, the final three-
dimensional works are a result of further drawing, 
painting, and chance manipulation.

These portraits on paper, present the viewer with 
cameo pieces of a visualised struggle, inviting 
them to consider the artist’s instinctive, 
somewhat humorous reaction 
to the malady. Gallery at

Glen Carlou

Simone Redman

Simone Redman lives and works in Cape Town and 
is currently employed at a Therapeutic centre for 
mentally challenged adults, teaching in their painting 
workshop.  Her working career has included costume 
arts, prop making, display work, teaching, freelance 
illustrating, and numerous mosaic commissions. In 
the past she has developed accessory designs in 
recycled rubber and mixed media, including initiating 
an Outreach Course in papier mâché furniture making 
at Ruth Prowse School of Art. 

Although largely self-taught, she has done various 
short courses through UNISA, GIPCA, CCDI, 
professional artist’s workshops and is currently being 
mentored by Prof. Elfriede Dreyer in ongoing courses 
on Contemporary Art Practice at CAP.



Simone Redman | INVISIBLY NUMBED | Analogue photomontage on archival paper |29,7 by 42cm framed | R3 600



Simone Redman | EXHALE | Analogue photomontage on archival paper | 29, 7 by 42 cm | R3 600



Simone Redman

HIGH VOLTAGE

Analogue photomontage 
on archival paper

29, 7 by 42 cm framed

R3 600

Simone Redman

ACCLIMATIZED

Analogue photomontage 
on archival paper

29, 7 by 42 cm framed 

R3 600



Simone Redman

INTERNALLY NOCTURNAL

Analogue photomontage 
on archival paper

29,7 by 42 cm framed

R3 600

Simone Redman

BOTANICALLY UNHINGED

Analogue photomontage 
on archival paper

29, 7 by 42 cm

R3 600



Viewing and Buying Art on this Exhibition
The exhibition will be available online at www.glencarlou.com. 
Visitors are welcome to visit the gallery for viewing  during the course of the entire 
exhibition.  For more information, or sales enquiries, contact our gallery manager 
Christa Swart at gallery@glencarlou.co.za.

Payments may be made via electronic fund transfer. All prices as listed on the
website and catalogue are in ZAR including VAT. All artworks purchased are to 
remain on exhibition until the end date on the 18th of March 2021.

Gallery at Glen Carlou

Christa Swart
Gallery Manager

E: gallery@glencarlou.co.za
W: www.glencarlou.com

ContactShippingViewing

As per the current guidelines on 
the gathering of crowds in public
spaces, visitors are welcome to 
attend the exhibition during 
gallery hours permitting that a 
mask is worn at all times and that 
social distancing is observed.

All artworks will also be 
accessible to view online on our 
website or downloadable for 
offline reading in this catalogue. 
All artworks are fully illustrated 
and catalogued.

All sold items may be collected or
shipped as from the 18th of
March 2021.

Kindly email your shipping
requirements to Christa Swart at
gallery@glencarlou.co.za. We will
arrange competitive quotations
for your perusal and approval.

Buyers preferring to make use of
their own shipping arrangements
should advise accordingly.

Packing and courier fees are for
the buyer’s account.
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